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Abstract: Collision-free Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) are

interesting solutions in considering real-time traffic in a wireless context. The goal of this paper is to precisely

make an exhaustive presentation (which we think to be understandable and pedagogical) of the main collision-

free CSMA MAC protocols for single-hop Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), considering priorities

associated to the frames. The priorities are represented by either the BlackBurst technique or an adaptation of

the wired CAN bus protocol to the wireless context that we call CANlike. The cornerstone of this work is the

concept of Ambiguity Time Window that we have defined which allows to specify the protocol parameters of

the considered protocols. In our knowledge, such kind of study has never been done.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks and, more particularly, WLANs
are more and more used today in the industrial area
where we have real-time applications which require
Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. In this context,
the MAC protocols which implement the scheduling
of the frames on a shared radio channel have an es-
sential role.

Two main types of MAC protocols are TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access) and CSMA (Car-
rier Sense Multiple Access). CSMA is a totally
distributed procedure whereas TDMA requires some
centralized schemes. Then, CSMA is more flexi-
ble than TDMA with respect to changes in a net-
work (adding or withdrawing stations and/or applica-
tions). Furthermore, CSMA is more suitable for spo-
radic traffic. In this work, we consider MAC protocols
of the type CSMA for single-channel and single-hop
WLANs (i.e. each node is in the transmission range
of the other nodes, we do not have the hidden terminal
and exposed terminal problem).

The main MAC protocol used in WLANs and
based on CSMA is IEEE802.11 DCF (Crow et al.,
1997) (DIFS, Backoff, CW (Contention Window))
which does not support packet priorities and traffic
differentiations. Another main one supporting packet
priorities is IEEE 802.11e EDCA (802.11e, 2005)
(AIFSs, Backoff, CW) which allows traffic differenti-

ations (by means of different AIFSs which expresses
priorities represented by different time-outs). Some
others in which the priorities are defined based on dif-
ferent sizes of Inter frame spaces, CW and Backoff
are (Deng and Chang, 1999), (Mangold et al., 2003),
(Vaidya et al., 2005). However, the big drawback of
these protocols is that collisions can always occur due
to the asynchronism between the transmission needs
and the random behavior of the Backoff mechanism.

Obtaining collision-free CSMA MAC protocols
and the QoS guarantees is possible by associating pri-
orities represented by messages preceding the frames.
The first approach is to use the BlackBurst tech-
nique (Sobrinho and Krishnakumar, 1996), (Pal et al.,
2002). The idea is to let contending nodes send first
jamming signals (called BlackBurst (BB) messages)
of length according to the priority. The node that has
the longest signal (i.e. the highest priority) wins the
competition and then sends its frame. The drawback
of this technique is that if we have a great priority
number, the jamming signals will be very long and
give important time delays. The second approach is
to adapt the MAC protocol of the wired CAN bus
(Bosch GmbH, 1991) (the priority of the frame is ex-
pressed by the ID field which precedes the data field)
to the wireless context (You et al., 2003), (Pereira
et al., 2007). We call this protocol CANlike. In this
study, we are interested in the collision-free CSMA
MAC protocols and thus we consider these two ap-



proaches.

After a careful reading of the quoted references
and many other papers, we think that these works do
not clearly and rigorously state, at first, the specific
problematic of CSMA (collision potentiality: why,
when and how i.e. by considering and explaining the
role of the physical parameters of the transceivers and
the channel) and, then, the different mechanisms in
order to define collision-free protocols. That is the
reason why in this paper we want to give a pedagog-
ical presentation on the collision-free CSMA MAC
protocols in a wireless context.

This paper includes the following sections: the
section 2 concerns preliminaries which are necessary
to well understand and specify the complete prob-
lematic; the section 3 concerns the specification of
MAC protocols based on BB messages; the section
4 presents the specification of the CANlike protocol;
the section 5 concerns the conclusion.

2 PRELIMINARIES

We present knowledges concerning the physical
(PHY) and MAC layers which are absolutely essen-
tial for the specification of collision-free CSMA MAC
protocols.

2.1 Wireless Transceiver

In a wireless context (contrarily to the wired context),
a transceiver cannot simultaneously send and receive
on a channel and has three states: Transmitter, Re-
ceiver, Sleeper. Here we do not consider the state
“sleeper” which is used for considerations of energy
economy.

Two time attributes characterize the transceiver
behavior: the channel Sensing Time τST and the
Turnaround Time τTT . τST allows the transceiver to
test the channel state (busy or idle): it is busy or idle
depending on the detected energy on τST which is
higher or lower than a prefixed threshold (this rep-
resents the “Clear Channel Assessment” (CCA)). τTT

is the time to go from the receiver (transmitter) state
to the transmitter (receiver) state. During a CCA, if
the channel is detected busy, the transceiver still stays
in the receiver state in order to continue listening to
the channel; on the other hand, if the channel is de-
tected idle, the transceiver (after a τTT ) goes in the
transmitter state which allows the MAC entity to send
a frame. After the frame transmission, the transceiver
comes back to the receiver state.

STt τ−

STτ

MAC entity (node i)

t

channel detected idle for i

PTTT ττ + STτ

channel detected idle for j

PTTTt ττ ++

TR of i TR of j

TR (Transmission Request) : Request to send a data

MAC entity (node j)

Figure 1: Ambiguity Time Window.

2.2 Concept of “Ambiguity Time

Window”

We introduce this concept in order to quantitatively
characterize the ambiguity in the CSMA context of
the expression “Channel detected idle at an instant
t in a MAC entity”. This expression is ambiguous
because it only expresses a local view whereas the
channel is geographically distributed. For example,
a MAC entity i sees the channel idle at the instant t
but just before t, another one has just sent a frame and
this frame has not arrived at i yet, a collision can occur
when i sends its frame. So a local view can be differ-
ent from a global one which can create collision sit-
uations. The concept of “Ambiguity Time Window”
represents the maximal duration which is possible be-
tween the decision to send a frame by a MAC entity
and the inevitability of the occurrence of a collision
on this frame. The quantitative characterization de-
pends on the transceiver parameters (τST , τTT ) and
the maximum propagation time between two nodes
(call τPT this Propagation Time).
The “Ambiguity Time Window” is represented on
Figure 1. The MAC entity i receives a Transmis-
sion Request (TR) from the upper layer at the instant
(t− τST ) to send a data and then makes a CCA dur-
ing τST . We suppose that the channel is detected idle
at the instant t and then the MAC entity i decides to
send its frame. Its tranceiver turns to the Transmit
state (during τTT ), and then the frame is transmitted
and arrives at the level of the most remote MAC entity
j at the instant (t+ τTT + τPT ).
Suppose that the MAC entity j is just, at this instant,
finishing to make a CCA (started by a TR at the in-
stant (t + τTT + τPT − τST )) and as the channel has
been detected idle during τST , it decides to send a
frame at the instant (t + τTT + τPT ). So we have, at

this instant, a situation of an inevitable future phys-

ical collision. Actually, the beginning of the arrival
of the frame coming from the MAC entity i coincides
with the instant where the transceiver of the MAC en-
tity j turns around to go in the transmitter state (du-
ration τTT ). During this time τTT , the MAC entity j

is blind. Then at the end of τTT , the MAC entity j

will start to send its frame and we will then have the
physical collision.



The duration (τTT +τPT ) is the length of the “Am-
biguity Time Window”.

2.3 On the Priorities Associated to the

Frames

The priorities of the frames are extracted from the val-
ues of an identifier (ID) field of n bits. We distinguish
two types of priorities:

• Static priorities i.e. each flow has a unique priority
(specified out of line) and all the frames of this
flow have this priority.

• Hybrid priorities with two priority levels (Figure
2); the level 1 is a static priority which expresses
the flow priority; the level 2 is a dynamic priority
which expresses the frame transmission urgency;
the urgency can be the same for all the frames of
a flow or depends on the number of the frame in
the flow (in these two cases, the urgency is a static
priority i.e. specified out of line); the urgency can
also vary dynamically (for example, if the condi-
tions of application, which uses the flow, change)
and then, in this case, the transmission urgency is
a dynamic priority.

Level 2 Level  1

MSB LSB

m bits (n-m) bits

MSB: Most Significant Bit LSB: Least Significant Bit

Figure 2: Bit field structure (hybrid priority).

2.4 Concept of Tournament

The tournament consists in the comparison of the pri-
orities of the contending frames. This allows to trans-
form a situation which would have been a “collision
situation” (if we have the strict CSMA mechanism i.e.

only based on the scheme “Listen before Send”) into
a “winner-loser(s) situation”. There will be only one
winner who has the highest priority among the con-
tending frames. The winner can send its frame af-
ter the tournament while the losers have to wait until
the end of the frame transmission of the winner and
restart the tournament.

The good functioning of a tournament is depen-
dent of the BB message durations in the case of the
BB message technique, and, of the duration of the ID
field in the case CANlike. It is the consideration of

the constraint done by the Ambiguity Time Window

which allows to specify correctly these durations.
We present precisely the tournament for the dif-

ferent protocols in the next sections.

3 CSMA MAC PROTOCOLS

BASED ON BB MESSAGES

Call BB-sta and BB-hyb the BB message-based
MAC protocols using the static and hybrid priorities
respectively.

3.1 BB-sta Protocol

3.1.1 Principle

We have one BB message per frame and its length
is proportional to the priority. If we call k the pri-
ority of a frame, the BB message of this frame has
a length kTBB where TBB is the duration of an en-
ergy pulse. All the nodes, which have frames ready to
send, send their BB messages. Then we have a tour-
nament among these BB messages. The node which
has the longest BB message (i.e. the highest priority)
is the only winner. When the winner has detected its
winner situation, it sends its frame. The losers have
to wait until the end of the frame transmission of the
winner and then restart a new tournament by sending
their BB messages.

3.1.2 Necessity of Channel Observation Times

The start of a tournament must be preceded by an
idle channel observation time noted TOBS1. The role
of this time is to assure that the channel is globally
idle and there is no tournament or transmission in
progress. Furthermore, we need another observation
time (noted TOBS2) after the sending of BB mes-
sages, TOBS2 allows a MAC entity to declare itself
winner or loser, the winner detects the channel idle
while the losers detect the channel busy.

3.1.3 The Stages of the BB-sta Protocol

The stages represented on Figure 3 are self-
explanatory.

3.1.4 Specification of BB-sta Parameters: TBB,

TOBS2, TOBS1

TBB duration

Consider the two most remote MAC entities i and j

which must send their frames with priorities (k+1)
and k respectively. We have to analyze the scenario
which expresses the hardest constraint in order to
guarantee that, in the hypothesis of a collision situ-
ation if we have used the strict CSMA protocol, this
situation gives now the situation “MAC entity i is the
winner; MAC entity j is the loser”.



Yes
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• � Transceiver in the transmitter state

• Transmission of the frame
TTτ

• � Transceiver in the transmitter state

• Transmission of the BB message

• � Transceiver in the receiver state

TTτ

TTτ

Channel idle during TOBS1 ?

Channel idle during TOBS2 ?

• Transceiver in the receiver state

Figure 3: Principle of the BB-sta protocol.

This scenario represented on Figure 4 is one where,
by considering the concept of “Ambiguity Time Win-
dow”, the MAC entity i decides to send its BB mes-
sage (k+ 1)TBB at the time t and the MAC entity
j decides to send its BB message kTBB at the time
(t+(τTT +τPT )) i.e. at the latest time. This expresses
the hardest constraint because the arrival of the BB
message of the MAC entity j in the MAC entity i has
more chances to go beyond the BB message sent by
this MAC entity.

TTPTTTt τττ +++ )(

t

MAC Entity  i

(k+1)TBB kTBB

t t

t

TTt τ+

MAC Entity  j

1t 2t

3t 4t

propagation

sending

t1 = t+ τTT +(k+1)TBB
t2 = t+(τTT + τPT )+ τTT + kTBB
t3 = t+(τTT + τPT )+ τTT + kTBB+ τPT

t4 = t+ τTT +(k+1)TBB+ τPT

Figure 4: BBsta : Evaluation of TBB.

Then the result “i: winner, j: loser” in this scenario
requires that the two following conditions be satisfied:

• At the MAC entity i: the end of the sending of
the BB message generated by i (time t1) must be
later than the end of the propagation of the BB
message coming from j (time t3): t1 ≥ t3. We
have TBB ≥ 2τPT + τTT .

• At the MAC entity j: the end of the propaga-
tion of the BB message coming from i (time t4)
must be later than the end of the sending of the
BB message generated by j (time t2) and the
MAC entity j must detect such situation, i.e. af-
ter the turnaround (τTT ), j must see the chan-

nel busy during at least one τST . The condi-
tion is t4 ≥ t2 +(τTT + τST ) which gives TBB ≥
2τTT + τST .

Then taking into account the two above conditions,
we have: TBB ≥ 2τPT +2τTT + τST . We take:

TBB = 2τPT +2τTT + τST (1)

TOBS2 duration

The value of TOBS2 requires, at first, by considering
the value of TBB, to evaluate in the loser (MAC en-
tity j) the overtaking of the BB message kTBB sent
by j by the BB message (k + 1)TBB coming from
i. This overtaking is t4 − t2 = 2τPT + τTT + τST which
includes one turnaround time (τTT ) and TOBS2. We
then get the value of TOBS2:

TOBS2 = 2τPT + τST (2)

TOBS1 duration

Note (Figure 3) that, TOBS2 is surrounded by two
turnaround times (one before TOBS2 and the other
before the frame transmission by the winner). Then in
any tournament, the channel is idle during (TOBS2+
2τTT ) between the end of the BB message sending
and the start of the frame transmission by the win-
ner. Thus it is enough to have TOBS1 higher than
(TOBS2 + 2τTT ) at least one τST in order to see the
channel state correctly. Then we take TOBS1 =
TOBS2+2τTT + τST which gives:

TOBS1 = 2(τTT + τPT + τST ) (3)

TBB 2τPT +2τTT + τST

TOBS1 2τPT +2τTT + τST

TOBS2 2τPT + τST

Table 1: BB-sta parameters.

Summary

We present in Table 1 the values of the parameters of
the BB-sta protocol.

From these parameters, we can deduce the time for
accessing the channel (call τa) by the winner (suppose
that the winner has a priority k). We have:

τa = TOBS1+ τTT + kTBB+ τTT +TOBS2+ τTT

τa = 4τPT +5τTT +3τST + kTBB (4)



3.1.5 An Example of a Time Diagram of BB-sta

We present on Figure 5 a time diagram of BB-sta. We
consider four nodes A, B, C, D in which, during the
transmission of A, the nodes B, C, D have TRs to
send frames with priorities 3, 2, 1 respectively. For
the simplicity, we consider τPT = 0 and B, C, D have
already been in the Receiver state before the end of
the transmission of A. In these conditions, B, C, D see
the channel free at the same time. At the end of the
transmission of A, the three nodes B, C, D detect the
channel idle during TOBS1, they do the turnaround
and then send their BB messages. B has the high-
est priority so it is the winner and transmits its data
after the channel observation TOBS2 while C, D are
losers and they have to wait till the end of the frame
transmission of B and then they start the channel ob-
servation TOBS1 and so on.

3.2 BB-hyb Protocol

3.2.1 Principle

We have two BB messages per frame: a BBs message
and a BBd one which represent the static and dynamic
priority respectively. The contending nodes send first
their BBd messages (that represents the predominance
of the urgency), and we can have one or several win-
ners (because nodes can have the same transmission
urgency). The losers of this BBd message tournament
will withdraw the tournament while the winners con-
tinue the tournament by sending their BBs messages.
The tournament between the BBs messages provides
the global and only winner who has the longest BBs

message. This global winner then sends its frame
while all the losers of two sub-tournaments (between
BBd and BBs messages) will wait until the end of the
frame transmission of the winner and then restart a
new tournament by sending their BBd messages.

Considering a frame which has a static priority ks
and a dynamic one kd . The BBs and BBd messages
of this frame have the durations ksTBBs and kdTBBd

respectively, in which, TBBs and TBBd are the dura-
tions of an energy pulse concerning respectively the
static and dynamic priority.

3.2.2 Necessary channel observation times

As the same reason in BB-sta, we need an obser-
vation time TOBS1 before the start of the tourna-
ment in order to avoid intrusions in a tournament in
progress. Moreover, we need an observation time
(noted TOBS2) after the sending of BBd messages
and another one (noted TOBS3) after the sending of

BBs messages. TOBS2 and TOBS3 allow a MAC en-
tity to declare itself winner or loser of the correspond-
ing tournament.

3.2.3 Necessity of a Guard Time Associated to

the BBd Messages

Consider a particular tournament between several
MAC entities which have a frame to send. Suppose
that the frames of these MAC entities have the same
dynamic priority kd which is, furthermore, the high-
est in this tournament. All the MAC entities relative
to this tournament must be winners.

However, having in mind the distance and the
asynchronous behavior of the MAC entities, the busy
state of the channel at the level of a MAC entity win-
ner can be longer than the BBd message duration sent
by this MAC entity. This results from an overlap be-
tween a BBd message sent and the arrival of a BBd

message from another MAC entity winner.

Then for a MAC entity, it is necessary to add a
guard time (noted G) after the sending of a BBd mes-
sage in order to, after this guard time, any MAC entity
will see the channel idle and declare itself a winner.
During G, the MAC entity is blind, i.e. no sending,
no sensing.

3.2.4 The Stages of the BB-hyb Protocol

The stages presented on Figure 6 are self explanatory.

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
• � Transceiver in the transmitter state

• Transmission of the BB d message

• G (including        � Transceiver in the transmitter state )

TTτ

• � Transceiver in the transmitter state

• Transmission of the frame
TTτ

• � Transceiver in the transmitter state

• Transmission of the BB s message

• � Transceiver in the receiver state

TTτ

TTτ

Channel idle during TOBS1 ?

Channel idle during TOBS2 ?

Channel idle during TOBS3 ?

TTτ

• Transceiver in the receiver state

Figure 6: Principle of the BB-hyb protocol.
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Figure 5: An example of a time diagram of BB-sta.

3.2.5 Specification of BB-hyb Parameters

Guard time G

In order to evaluate the guard time, we have in mind
the concept of the Ambiguity Time Window and we
consider the following scenario (Figure 7): two MAC
entities i and j in which the MAC entity i decides to
send the message kdTBBd at the time t, whereas the
MAC entity j decides to send the message kdTBBd at
the latest i.e. at the time t+(τTT + τPT ).

We see that, at the MAC entity i, the end of the
propagation of the message kdTBBd coming from the
MAC entity j (time t3) is higher than the end of the
sending of its message kdTBBd (time t1). The differ-
ence is t3 − t1 = 2τPT + τTT which defines the guard
time:

G = 2τPT + τTT (5)

Note that, as the duration τTT is included in G, we
can consider that the turnaround is done during the
guard time and then, after the guard time, the MAC
entity can observe the channel. We consider this as-
pect here.

TBBd duration

We analyze the same scenario, which has been done
in the evaluation of the TBB duration in BB-sta (Sect.
3.1), by considering now the guard time.

TTPTTTt τττ +++ )(
t

MAC Entity i

kdTBBd kdTBBd
G

t

t t

TTt τ+

MAC Entity  j

1t 2t

3t 4t
propagation

sending

t1 = t+ τTT + kdTBBd

t3 = t+(τTT + τPT )+ τTT + kdTBBd + τPT

Figure 7: BB-hyb : Evaluation of G.

So the scenario (Figure 8) is: MAC entity i decides to
send the BBd message (kd +1)TBBd at the time t and
the MAC entity j decides to send the BBd message
kdTBBd at the time t +(τTT + τPT ) i.e. at the latest
time. The result “i: winner and j: loser” requires the
two following conditions:

• At the MAC entity i: the end of the BBd message
sending (time t1) increased by the guard time (G)
must not be overtaken by the end of the propaga-
tion of the BBd message coming from j (time t3),
i.e. t1 +G≥ t3.

⇒ TBBd ≥ 0 (6)

• At the MAC entity j: the end of the propagation
of the BBd message coming from i (time t4) must
overtake the end of the BBd message sending gen-
erated by j (time t2), increased by the guard time
(G) and the MAC entity j must observe this over-
taking, i.e. t4 ≥ t2 +G+ τST .

⇒ TBBd ≥ 2τPT +2τTT + τST (7)

It is the constraint (7) with the minimum value which
dictates the value of TBBd:

TBBd = 2τPT +2τTT + τST (8)

TTPTTTt τττ +++ )(

t

MAC Entity i

t t

t

TTt τ+

MAC Entity  j

1t 2t

3t 4t

G

(kd+1)TBBd kdTBBd

G

propagation

sending

t1 = t+ τTT +(kd +1)TBBd

t2 = t+(τTT + τPT )+ τTT + kdTBBd

t3 = t+(τTT + τPT )+ τTT + kdTBBd + τPT

t4 = t+ τTT +(kd +1)TBBd + τPT

Figure 8: BBhyb : Evaluation of TBBd.
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Figure 9: Example of a time diagram of BB-hyb.

TOBS2 duration

Again we consider the type of analysis for TOBS2 in
BB-sta (Sect. 3.1). Considering Figure 8, in the loser
(MAC entity j), the overtaking of the BBd message
(sent by this loser) by the BBd message coming from
the winner (MAC entity i) is (t4 − t2). This excess
includes G and TOBS2, then we have the value of
TOBS2:

TOBS2 = t4 − t2 −G = τST (9)

TBBs and TOBS3 durations

As these values concern the static part of the hybrid
priorities, we can take the values obtained for TBB
and TOBS2 in BB-sta (Sect. 3.1).

TBBs = 2τPT +2τTT + τST (10)

TOBS3 = 2τPT + τST (11)

TOBS1 duration

Note that (Figure 6) TOBS2 is surrounded by G and
τTT , and TOBS3 is surrounded by τTT and τTT . Then
the channel can be idle during max{G+ TOBS2 +
τTT ; τTT + TOBS3 + τTT} = 2τPT + 2τTT + τST .
Thus TOBS1 must be higher than (2τPT +2τTT +τST )
at least one τST in order to detect the channel state cor-
rectly. We then consider here:

TOBS1 = 2τPT +2τTT +2τST (12)

Summary

We present in Table 2 the values of the parameters
which characterize the BB-hyb protocol. Note that,
TBBs = TBBd (8) and (10), we call TBB these dura-
tions.

From these parameters, we can deduce the time
for accessing the channel (called τa) by the winner
(suppose that the winner has a dynamic priority kd and
a static priority ks): τa = TOBS1 + τTT + kdTBB +

TBB 2τPT +2τTT + τST

G 2τPT + τTT

TOBS1 2τPT +2τTT +2τST

TOBS2 τST

TOBS3 2τPT + τST

Table 2: BB-hyb parameters.

G+ TOBS2 + τTT + ksTBB + τTT + TOBS3 + τTT .
We then have:

τa = 6τPT +7τTT +4τST +(ks + kd)TBB (13)

3.2.6 Remark about the access times (τa) of

BB-sta and BB-hyb

We can see from (4) and (13) that τa strongly depends
on the priority value. Hence, if nodes have great pri-
orities, the delays become very important which make
the system less efficient. This is the drawback of BB
message-based protocols.

3.2.7 An Example of a Time Diagram of BB-hyb

We consider the same example as in the case BB-
sta (Figure 5) and the same conditions (i.e. B, C, D
will start the channel observation TOBS1 at the same
time) but now nodes have hybrid priorities (kd ; ks) as
represented in Figure 9.

After the channel observation TOBS1, B, C, D
find the channel idle, they do a turnaround to be in
the Transmit state, and then send their BBd messages.
At the end of the BBd message transmissions, a guard
time G is executed (during G, they do a turnaround
to be in the Receive state). After that, they listen to
the channel during TOBS2. At the end of TOBS2, B
declares itself a loser and withdraws the tournament
while C and D declare themselves winners. The next
tournament between C and D is done as in the case
BB-sta. After the BBs message tournament, C is the
only winner and then sends its data. The losers B and
D start a new tournament at the end of the data send-



ing of C (we show only the BBd message tournament
between B and D).

4 CANLIKE PROTOCOL

4.1 Principle

As introduced, CANlike is an adaptation of the MAC
protocol of the wired bus CAN to the wireless net-
work.

In the wired bus CAN, MAC entities can send bits
and listen to the channel simultaneously. Each MAC
entity has a unique ID (identifier) field placed at the
beginning of the frame. The ID represents the priority
and allows to do the channel access tournament. The
tournament is done by a comparison bit by bit of the
same rank among the IDs of the frames trying to ac-
cess the channel. In one bit-by-bit comparison, a bit 0
which is a dominant bit overwrites a bit 1 which is a
recessive bit. The MAC entity which has the highest
priority will be the only one winner after the tourna-
ment and it will send its frame.

In the wireless context, the bus CAN proto-
col cannot be directly implemented with wireless
transceivers since the transceivers cannot transmit and
receive simultaneously in the same channel, so we
consider the proposal, which has been done in (You
et al., 2003), (Pereira et al., 2007): one slot time (du-
ration) is provided for each ID bit, a dominant bit
consists in the sending of a carrier pulse during its
duration while a recessive bit consists in the sens-
ing/listening of the channel during its duration.

So, in each MAC entity, the tournament on each
bit has the following characteristics:

• The MAC entity has a dominant bit: it sends a
carrier pulse on the channel and at the end of the
sending, it wins by definition the tournament re-
lated to this bit and then continues the tournament
on the next bit.

• The MAC entity has a recessive bit: either it
senses a carrier pulse, then it loses the tourna-
ment related to this bit and stops the tournament
phase, or it senses nothing (that means that there is
no dominant bit sent by another MAC entity) and
then it can continue the tournament on the next
bit.

It is important to note that the tournament

progress is identical whatever the priority type may

be (static or hybrid). Then we do not have to consider

as with the BB messages, two types of tournament (the

one for the static priorities and the one for the hybrid

priorities).

4.2 Main Points to Consider

4.2.1 Necessity of the Synchronization Phase

The start of the tournament by a MAC entity (the
sending of the first ID bit i.e. the MSB bit) must be
preceded by the sending of a synchronization (SYN)
signal which is an energy pulse (carrier pulse like a
dominant bit). The role of the SYN signal is to an-
nounce to the other entities the arrival of the ID of
this MAC entity and then to provide for them a time
reference for the analysis of this ID.
A MAC entity which has detected a SYN signal with-
out itself having sent before a SYN signal do not par-
ticipate to the tournament.

4.2.2 Necessity of a Guard Time

Having in mind the time interval defined by the Am-
biguity Time Window, several MAC entities can send
the SYN signals which will be overlapping. Conse-
quently, in each MAC entity among these MAC enti-
ties, the end of the SYN signal sending can be over-
taken by the end of the SYN signal arrivals. Consid-
ering such situation, a MAC entity cannot send the
first ID bit immediately after the SYN signal sending.
We need to have a guard time following the SYN sig-
nal and then we send the first ID bit. The guard time
guarantees that after this time, we have a clean (idle)
channel i.e. there is no more residue of the SYN ac-
tivity.
We also have the overlap between the ID bits of dif-
ferent rank, then we need to add a guard time at the
end of each ID bit.

4.2.3 Necessity of the Channel Observation Time

As in the BB-based MAC protocols, we need an ob-
servation time (noted TOBS1) before the start of a
tournament.

4.3 The Stages of CANlike

We can now precise the global tournament. All the
contending nodes listen to the channel during TOBS1.
If the channel is detected idle, all the contending
nodes send a SYN signal and then do the tournament
by comparing their ID bits from the MSB bit to the
LSB bit. The only winner is the one who did not lose
on any bit during the tournament. The winner will
send its frame while the losers will wait until the end
of the frame transmission of the winner and do a new
tournament.
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4.4 Specification of the CANlike

Parameters

We have to specify the following parameters: length
of the SYN signal (noted ls), the guard time value
(noted tg), the length of the ID bit (noted lb) and
TOBS1.

4.4.1 ls Duration

The SYN signal must be detected by a receiver MAC
entity. Then:

ls ≥ τST (14)

4.4.2 tg Value

Suppose that a MAC entity i sends the SYN signal.
The duration tg is the biggest difference between the
end of the SYN signal sending and the end of the
propagation of a SYN signal of another MAC entity
j.
In order to specify the value tg, we consider the Am-
biguity Time Window concept with the most con-
strained scenario which is represented on Figure 10:
the MAC entity i decides to send its SYN signal at
the instant t while the MAC entity j decides to send
its SYN signal at the instant t +(τTT + τPT ) i.e. the
latest with respect to the one sent by i.
We can see (Figure 10) that we do not have an over-
taking in the MAC entity j because it sends later and
that we have an overtaking in the MAC entity i (be-
cause it sent earlier). This overtaking (= t3 − t1) de-
fines the value of tg. Then we have:

tg = 2τPT + τTT (15)

Remark: As tg > τTT , we consider that, during the
guard time, a MAC entity makes the turnaround if
necessary (that depends on the first ID bit). If the first
ID bit is a dominant one, it is not necessary to make a
turnaround (because we have still to transmit a carrier
pulse and then to stay in the transmitter state; if it is
a recessive one, we do the turnaround (because we
have to listen to the channel and then to go in the
receiver state).
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Figure 11: CANlike: Evaluation of lb.

4.4.3 lb duration

We analyze the tournament (after the SYN phase) be-
tween the first ID bit of the MAC entity i (this bit is
a dominant bit) and the first ID bit of the MAC entity
j (this bit is a recessive bit) by considering, always in
the context of the Ambiguity Time Window, the fol-
lowing scenarios:

• The MAC entity j starts listening to the channel
at the time t and end the listening state at the time
t+ lb.

• The MAC entity i starts the sending of the carrier
pulse either (case 1) at the time t−(τTT +τPT ) i.e.
at the earliest (Figure 11.a), or (case 2) at the time
t+(τTT + τPT ) i.e. at the latest (Figure 11.b).

For the case 1 (Figure 11.a), the carrier pulse sent by i

arrives at j at t−(τTT +τPT )+τPT = t−τTT (then we
have an arrival of the carrier pulse before the decision
to listen to the channel but this event happens during
the guard time associated to the SYN signal and then
it has no effect) and lasts till t− τTT + lb. This arrival
must be detected by j (i.e. j sees this arrival during at
least one τST ), the condition is: t− τTT + lb ≥ t+ τST

(i.e. an overlap at the beginning of the listening state)
which gives:

lb ≥ τTT + τST (16)

For the case 2 (Figure 11.b), the carrier pulse sent by i

arrives at j at t+(τTT + τPT )+ τPT = t+ τTT +2τPT

and lasts till t + τTT + 2τPT + lb. The MAC entiy j

must detect this carrier pulse arrival (i.e. j sees this
arrival during at least one τST ), the condition is: t +
τTT + 2τPT + τST ≤ t + lb (i.e. an overlap at the end
of the listening state) which gives:

lb ≥ 2τPT + τTT + τST (17)

Considering the constraints (16) and (17), we need
lb ≥ 2τPT + τTT + τST . We take here:

lb = 2τPT + τTT + τST (18)

Note that, in the case 2, the end of the arrival of
the carrier pulse is higher than t + lb. The difference
is 2τPT + τTT which is equal to tg (15). We thus need



a tg added at the end of each ID bit in order to have a
clean system (when the tournament between the bits
of a given rank starts, there is no thing on the channel
from the tournament between the bits of the previous
rank).
We also consider that during tg, a MAC entity does
the turnaround if necessary (that depends on the next
ID bit value). If the next ID bit and the current one
are identical, it is not necessary; if they are different,
we have to do the turnaround.

4.4.4 TOBS1 Duration

TOBS1 must be higher than the maximum duration
during a tournament where the channel is idle. This
extreme case is that we have a channel access of only
one MAC entity which has all recessive ID bits. Con-
sidering the ID field of n bits, the channel will be idle
during n(lb + tg), thus TOBS1 > n(lb + tg). We take:
TOBS1 = (n+1)(lb + tg).

TOBS1 = (n+1)(4τPT +2τTT + τST ) (19)

4.5 Summary

We present in Table 3 the values of the parameters
which characterize the CANlike protocol.
Concerning the duration of the SYN signal ls, we only
indicated its constraint in (14) (ls > τST ). We consider
that it is not necessary to distinguish its duration from
the ID bit duration and then we take the same value
(ls = lb).

lb = ls 2τPT + τTT + τST

tg (for lb and ls) 2τPT + τTT

TOBS1 (n+1)(4τPT +2τTT + τST )

Table 3: CANlike parameters.

From these parameters, we can deduce the time
for accessing the channel (called τa) by the winner.
τa composes of the observation phase, the SYN phase
and the tournament phase:

τa = TOBS1+(ls + tg)+n(lb + tg)

τa = 2(n+1)(4τPT +2τTT + τST ) (20)

4.5.1 Remark about the Access Time (τa) of

CANlike

Contrary to BB-sta and BB-hyb, τa of CANlike (20)
is constant whatever the priority value may be. This
is the interest of this protocol which allows to im-
plement more nodes and applications on the network
while having QoS guaranties.
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Figure 12: Example of a time diagram of CANlike.

4.6 Example of a Time Diagram of

CANlike

We present an example of the tournament of CANlike
on Figure 12. We consider an ID field of 3 bits and the
tournament of 2 nodes A and B which have the prior-
ities (1; 0; 0) and (1; 0; 1) respectively. Thus A has a
higher priority than B. The node B starts the tourna-
ment later (of one Ambiguity Time Window) than the
node A. At the 1st ID bit, the two nodes, which have
recessive bits, find the channel idle; at the 2nd ID bit,
the two nodes have dominant bits so they continue the
next bit; at the last ID bit, A has a dominant bit so it is
the winner by definition while B, which has a reces-
sive bit, finds the channel busy and then B stops the
tournament. Then A sends its data.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have tried to do an exhaustive pre-
sentation of the specification process of the collision-
free CSMA MAC protocols which are based on the
use of priorities which transform collision situations
(with a pure CSMA protocol) into winner-loser(s) sit-
uations.

We have, in particular, defined the concept of
Ambiguity Time Window which formalizes quanti-
tatively (in function of the parameters of the physi-
cal layer) the worst case of a collision situation and
which then allows to specify the constraint for hav-
ing winner-loser(s) situations. Thanks to this con-
cept, we have been able to make an understandable
and pedagogical presentation of the parameters of the
BB message-based protocols and CANlike.

Concerning these two kinds of protocols, as the
priorities are generated from a data field (called ID
field), it is important to have an idea of the time du-
ration of the exchanges required by the tournament
depending on whether we have a protocol based on
BB messages or a CANlike protocol. That depends
on the number of flows to schedule. If we have a
small number (then we need a small number of pri-
orities), a protocol based on BB messages gives ex-
changes shorter than with CANlike (because here we
transmit the complete ID field). However, if we have
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through a network.

a great number of flows (then we need a great number
of priorities) and then the BB messages can be very
long whereas, with a CANlike protocol, we transmit
always the complete ID field (this aspect is still ampli-
fied when we consider hybrid priorities). In a general
way, a CANlike protocol is a better solution (its im-
plementation, for a given ID field, is independant of
the number of flows and of the type of priority: static,
hybrid).

We want still to show in this conclusion the in-
terest of the protocol CANlike (with static priorities)
considering real-time traffic and in comparison with
a protocol used very often in the wireless context
(IEEE.802.11-DCF). In this goal, we have, at first,
considered an example of a process control applica-
tion the characteristics of which are: the process to
control has the transfer function (Åström and Witten-
mark, 1997) G(s) = 1000

s(s+1) and the controller is a Pro-

portional Derivative (PD) controller (transfer func-
tion: K(1+Tds)) in order to have a phase margin of
45◦ which imposes K = 0.7291; Td = 0.0297 s. The
input reference r(t) is a unity position step and the
feedback is made by taking directly the output y(t).
The performance of this application i.e. the Quality of
Control (QoC) is evaluated by means of a cost func-
tion ITSE (Integral of Time weighted Square Error)
noted J with J =

R

t(r(t)− y(t))2dt. We call J0 the
value which is obtained without the network. Then
we have considered the implementation of such four
Process control applications (Pi with i = {1,2,3,4})
through a network where the MAC protocol is either
IEEE 802.11-DCF protocol or the CANlike protocol.
The analysis of the implementation has been done by
using the tool TrueTime (Ohlin et al., 2007) and by
considering, for the frame format the frame of IEEE
802.11-DCF (for the CANlike protocol we add also
an ID field of 8 bits).

The scheme of the implementation of a process
control application through a network is shown on
Fig. 13. We have two frame flows: the sensor-
controller flow (noted fsc) and the controller-actuator
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Figure 14: Graphic representation of the QoC (∆J/J0%).

flow (noted fca). Then considering the implementa-
tion of the four applications through the network, we
have eight flows which share the networh and com-
pete for its use: fsci, fcai, with i = {1,2,3,4}. Ac-
counting for the delays which will affect the frames
of these flows, the performances obtained for the four
applications implemented through a network will be
obviously less good than for the application imple-
mented without the network and will also depend on
the protocol (IEEE 802.11-DCF, CANlike). Concern-
ing CANlike, we consider the following scheme of
static priorities for the frames of the flows fsc and fca:
prio fca1 > prio fca2 > prio fca3 > prio fca4 > prio
fsc1 > prio fsc2 > prio fsc3 > prio fsc4 which means
that we consider: importance P1 > importance P2 >
importance P3 > importance P4.

The comparison between the performances ob-
tained, by the implementation of the four process
control applications, with the two protocols, IEEE
802.11-DCF and CANlike, is made with the perfor-

mance criteria J−J0
J0

% = ∆J
J0

% which shows the devi-

ation of the QoC in comparison with the result ob-
tained (J0) when the implementation is done without
network (this comparison shows the influence of the
delays induced by the protocols) The higher the value
∆J
J0

% is, the more degraded the QoC is.

The Fig 14 shows the results which have been ob-
tained. Concerning the IEEE 802.11-DCF we did 20
simulations and we have represented the mean value
by a simple line and the maximum gap between the
results of the 20 simulations with a dotted underline.
We see that this protocol induces big gaps between
the performances, which can be obtained for each ap-
plication, and then it cannot guarantee a performance
(i.e. we have random performances). On the other
hand, we see that the CANlike protocol guarantees
performances which obviously depend on the prior-
ity associated to the flows of the process control ap-
plications (higher is the priority, better is the perfor-



mance). We have here deterministic performances.
Other works have still been done showing the advan-
tage of the hybrid priorities, based on dynamic priori-
ties, for the implementation of a proces control appli-
cation. We do not present here these results for space
reasons.
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